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BWG Foods Chooses Intelligo’s Corporate Payroll and Human 
Resource Software – MegaPay and MegaHR

Background
BWG Foods has been in operation since 1972 and is one 
of the largest wholesale and retail company’s in the 
Republic of Ireland employing over 700 staff across 24 
different sites.

BWG provides a wide range of goods to the retail grocery 
trade, the licensed trade and the foodservice sector. 

Furthermore, they provide professional and innovative 
services through their 2 main divisions;

• Wholesale division which owns and operates Value 

Centre Cash and Carry Chain and BWG Foodservice 

and also operates the XL franchise.

• Retail division which operates the SPAR and MACE 

franchises.

Working with Intelligo
According to Mary Wall, HR Manager for BWG Foods, 
“MegaHR is a core part of our HR function and has 

added to our efficiencies both within the HR department 
and throughout the company.”

Furthermore, it has proved a beneficial tool in terms 
of audit management from a payroll perspective and 
allows us to ensure contractual matters are managed in 
line with best practice.

“We chose MegaHR as our preferred HR solution from 
the other systems on the market as we were also using 
MegaPay, Intelligo’s corporate payroll software. 

This ensures a dynamic link between both payroll and HR, 
without double entry, as both systems are streamlined.”

Key Features
Mary Wall, HR Manager for BWG Food added, “The 
workbench module is of massive benefit as it affords full 
flexibility of the system to change and adapt in line with 
business needs and HR policies.

Overall the system is very dynamic. I would definitely 
recommend MegaHR from Intelligo to other companies 
sourcing HR software.” Intelligo look forward to working 
with BWG for many more years to come.

“The Workbench Module is of massive benefit as it affords full flexibility to change and adapt 
MegaHR in line with BWG’s business needs and HR Policies.”

Mary Wall, HR Manager, BWG Foods.


